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LEVEL I STUDY REPORT 

FOR THE 

PRAIRIE DOG HYDROPOWER PROJEGT 

Summary 

This study investigated the Level I technical, economic, and institutional 

feasibility of installing hydroelectric generating facilities on the upper 

reaches of the Prairie Dog Irrigation Ditch near Story, Wyoming. It is 

concluded that hydroelectric energy development at the site is presently 

infeasible. 

Four alternative development approaches and two operating scenarios were 

investigated. The best project configuration from the standpoint of minimum 

energy production costs would consist of intake works, approximatly 5400 

feet of buried 36 inch steel penstock, a powerhouse containing a 1644 kW 

turbine, and outlet works. Energy markets were also investigated, and the 

best firm market value was found to be 1.47¢ per kWh, which is the current 

MDU avoided cost, and is the principal reason for an infeasible project 

determination. This is expected to escalate at a rate of 12 percent for the 

second year of study followed by 6 percent per year thereafter. The 

escalting energy value does not allow a feasible finding. 

The potential hydroelectric energy which the site can produce was 

investigated using historic and modified operating conditions. The economic 

analysis and consequent finding of "infeasible" was based on a 30-year 

present worth comparison of energy revenues with capital construction costs, 

exclusive of any operational costs. Interest rates of 12 percent and 8.5 
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percent were used to reflect private and public development of the project. 

The present value of the energy production from current operations is 

$1,473,000 at 12 percent interest or only about half the estimated 

construction cost of $3,377,000. Even if the system irrigation flows were 

doubled and if the season was extended from 5 to 7 months, the energy 

present worth at either 12 or 8.5 percent still falls short of costs even 

for today's best technology in hydropower. The project should at best be 

tabled until energy prices increase to a point when feasibility could be 

re-evaluated. 

Purpose_of Report 

In July, 1984 the Wyoming Water Development Commission initiated a Level I 

Reconnaissance Study to investigate the technical, economic and 

institutional feasibility of installing hydroelectric generating facilities 

on the upper end of the Prairie Dog Water Supply Company irrigation ditch 

near Story, Wyoming (Figure 1). The specific purpose of the study was to 

investigate the hydropower potential associated with the needed 

rehabilitation of a badly eroded section of Prairie Dog Ditch. If the 

hydropower development project was found to be feasible it could have the 

additional benefit of providing the erosion protection. As scoped, the 

study was limited to investigation of the hydropower potential of the site; 

the benefits associated with erosion control of the channel and 

consequential water quality improvements are implied but not addressed. 

The study also had the objective of examining the hydropower feasibility for 

the eXisting operation of the system rather than attempting to identify and 

evaluate alternative sources of water or operating modes. If the current 

operation was found infeasible, the study was to determine what volume of 
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PROJECT LOCATION 
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water, if any, would make the project possible. These objectives have been 

met and the results are reported herein. 

Project Background 

The earliest components of the Prairie Dog Water Supply Company diversion 

and ditch (Figure 2, Sec. 8, T. 53 N., R. 83 W.) were constructed around 

1900. The water rights appropriations along the ditch, summarized later in 

this report, date back to 1880. The concrete diversion structure on North 

Piney Creek is at an elevation of around 5000 feet. A diversion from South 

Piney Creek was also constructed a number of years ago to carry additional 

flow from that watershed, through the center of Story, to a point on N. 

Piney Creek above the diversion. The diverted N. and S. Piney Creek flows 

follow a northeasterly route from the diversion through a deep cut 

(collapsed former tunnel) through the divide between North Piney Creek and 

Jenks Creek. The flows then follow Jenks Creek to its lower reaches. Jenks 

Creek enters Prairie Dog Creek just below Interstate 90 approximately 5 

miles from Story. 

The upper ditch is extremely steep in the mile immediately below the 

diversion and drops approximately 420 feet in the first 7000 feet. As a 

result of the steep original channel gradient and erodible channel bottom 

and side slopes, severe erosion has occurred over the years. Gullies 

approximately 100 feet deep have developed in the area just north of Story. 

A cantilevered overfall structure located approximately 1700 feet below the 

diversion was built 20 to 30 years ago. The overfall structure acts as a 

hydraulic control and has stabilized the channel above it. While this 

erosion may have stabilized, it creates a significant eyesore, and there 

exists substantial interest in correcting the problem. 
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Rough estimates for the layout and cost of installing and generating 

hydroelectric power at the proposed site have been developed by the ditch 

owners and by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS). The SCS-performed a 

preliminary analysis of erosion protection as well as hydropower options and 

estimated the cost of energy to be about 4¢ per KWH for a 1.8 MW (1800 KW) 

plant operating at a discharge of 60 cfs over an average of 153 days per 

year (May 1 to October 1). No detailed investigation of optimal capacity, 

water availability, water rights, etc. was completed. A State Geologists 

report was prepared about the same time and discussed generally the 

foundation and slope stability conditions. The SCS report estimated the 

construction cost of the hydropower facility to be $2,425,000, and also 

suggested that a separate PL-566 erosion protection project would cost 

approximately $960,000. They suggested that the $960,000 might be credited 

against the total project cost and~ also felt that additional power and 

lower production costs (2.8 cents per KWH) might be achieved if Kearney Lake 

water could be held for late season releases before being routed through a 

turbine at Story. 

Acting primarily on the preliminary indications by the SCS, the Prairie Dog 

Water Supply Company petitioned the Wyoming Water Development Commission in 

late 1982 to conduct a hydroelectric feasibility study for the proposed 

project site. In the summer of 1984, the WWDC retained services of the 

consulting firm of Henningson, Durham and Richardson to complete the study 

and report its findings to the Commission in November, 1984, and in this 

report. An eight page Executive Summary has also been prepared and is 

available from the Commission. 
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TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 

Site Description 

In addition to the North Piney Creek diversions to Prairie Dog Ditch, the 

Creek also supplies water to the Meade-Coffeen Ditch and the Piney-Kruse 

Ditch, located approximately 1200 feet and 2800 feet respectively above the 

Prairie Dog diversion. To supplement North Piney flows, water is diverted 

from South Piney Creek through the town of Story into north Piney Creek 

approximately 150 feet above the headgate for Prairie Dog Ditch. This 

diversion from South Piney Creek allows the use of Kearney Lake water for 

irrigation by Prairie Dog Ditch owners. 

Kearney Lake on South Piney Creek was constructed in the early 1900's and 

enlarged in 1962. It has a storage capacity of approximately 6050 acre-ft 

(normal pool). The reservoir is located about 15 miles southwest of the 

town of Story in Secs. 29 and 30, T. 52 N., R. 85 W. The total drainage 

area at the dam is 15.4 square miles of which only an estimated 4.5 square 

miles directly contributes to runoff to the reservoir. The reservoir is 

impounded by an earth embankment 67 feet high with a maximum water depth of 

56 feet. A 1978, Phase I, Inspection Report by the Corps of Engineers 

judged the dam and reservoir to be in "reasonably good condition". However, 

a number of recommendations were made for measures to improve its structural 

integrity and operational adequacy. 

Kearney Lake Reservoir is owned and operated by the Kearney Lake Land and 

Reservoir Company. The pool fills from winter and spring runoff and is 

drawn down each irrigation season. Releases are regulated by a resident 

gate keeper acting on instructions from the owners. 
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Hydrology 

The United States Geological Survey has collected stream flow data on both 

North and South Piney Creeks for a number of years. The North Piney Creek 

gage; located 2.1 miles west of Story (Sec. 12, T. 53 N., R. 84 W.), was 

discontinued in 1982. The South Piney Creek gage, located 2.7 miles 

southwest of Story (Sec. 23, T. 52 N., R. 85 W.), discontinued operation in 

1980. Average monthly flows at the two gaging stations are given in Table 1 

along with the periods over which records were analyzed. Snowmelt runoff 

produces the highest daily discharges in the spring and early summer. The 

high spring discharges continue further into the summer for South Piney 

Creek, probably due to irrigation season releases from Kearney Lake. 

Table 1, North and South Pi ney Creeks Average 

Monthly Flows 

Month North Piney Period South Piney Period 
Creek (cfs) Analyzed Creek (cfs) Analyzed 

Jan 6.5 1965-80 19.0 1965-71,1975-80 
Feb 6.0 1965-80 16.3 1965-71,1975-80 
Mar 7.5 1965-80 16.0 1965-71,1975-80 
Apr 27.5 1965-80 25.0 1965-71,1974-80 
May 165.2 1965-80 98.2 1965-72,1974-80 
Jun 183.3 1965-80 333.2 1965-80 
Ju 1 39.5 1965-80 202.8 1965-80 
Aug 16.0 1965-80 142.2 1965-80 
Sep 14.0 1965-80 92.8 1965-80 
Oct 11.3 1964-79 32.7 1964-71,1975-79 
Nov 9.3 1964-79 24.8 1964-70,1974-79 
Dec 7.5 1964-79 22.8 1964-70,1974-79 

Diversion records for Prairie Dog Ditch, Meade-Coffeen Ditch, and 

Piney-Cruse Ditch were obtained from the State Engineers Office, Sheridan, 

Wyoming. Continuous (daily) diversion records exist for irrigation seasons 
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during the period 1970 to 1984. Average monthly diversion rates for the 

three ditches were determined and are given in Table 2. Flow-duration 

curves for Prairie Dog Ditch were generated for the months May through 

September and are graphed on Figure 3. As seen in T-able 2, the greatest 

diversions to all three ditches occur during July and August. These months 

also show less variability as evidenced by the relatively flat flow duration 

curves on Figure 3. No monthly diversion exceeded 65 cfs for the record 

analyzed. 

Table 2, Average Monthly Diversion (1970-1984) 

Month Prairie DOy Meade-Coffeen Piney-Cruse 
Ditch (cfs Ditch (cfs) Ditch (cfs) 

May 15.6 3.9 2.5 
Jun 40.0 17.9 13.0 
Jul 50.5 21.1 20.1 
Aug 51.9 22.8 17.7 
Sep 35.4 14.6 9.0 

Development Alternatives 

The hydroelectric generating potential of a site is dependent upon the net 

available head (combined pressure and elevation head, less moving water 

losses), the volumetric flow rate (discharge), and efficiency characterics 

of the specific turbine, generator, and other equipment selected to 

transform mechanical energy to electrical energy at the site. With 

equipment manufacturers attempting to make their machines as efficient as 

possible, there is relatively little variation in turbine/generator 

efficiency. Selection of the best hydropower generation plan (facility and 

operation) with the greatest revenue producing potential per invested dollar 

requires greatest attention to head and flow combinations to maximize energy 
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output. 

Hydropower facility selection was restricted by a number of constraints. 

First, the site was to be evaluated for feasibility on the basis of current 

operations patterns of the Prairie Dog Water Supply Company. This required 

that flows contributing to power generation be similar to historical rates, 

and returned at appropriate locations to the channel for the continued 

uninterrupted use by irrigators. Second, as recommended in the State 

Geological report and as verified by a site visit, placement of a penstock 

in the Prairie Dog Ditch channel is considered unsafe due to the extremely 

unstable channel banks and valley side walls. A number of slope failures 

were evident in the area, and would limit the location possibilities to 

milder slopes. 

Using these constraints, four hydropower development approaches were 

investigated. The four (1, II, III, IV) were evaluated by determining if 

the additional capital costs of the larger capacity plants were cost 

effective. The greatest contributor to capital cost is the penstock length, 

and this fact allowed a preliminary screening of the four on the basis of 

marginal analysis of head increase per additional unit of penstock length. 

A plan view of the alignment for each of the four Alternatives Investigated 

is shown in Figure 4. Ground surface and penstock profiles for the four 

alternatives are shown in Figures 5 through 8. 

Alternative I incorporates the shortest length of penstock (1200 ft.) and 

has a gross head of 200 ft. Alternatives II and III represent intermediate 

options, both having a gross head of 300 feet and penstock lengths of 3550 

ft. and 3850 ft., respectively. The primary consideration in the selection 
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of Alternatives II and III was the presence of the culvert at highway 193. 

The culvert acts as a hydraulic control thus stabilizing the channel 

immediately above it, and as a result, it is a prime location for a 

powerhouse and tailrace. 

As shown in Figure 4, Alternative II follows a direct route to the 

powerhouse location just west of highway 193. Figure 6 shows that 

construction of the penstock would require substantial excavation to pass 

through the mound which occurs approximately 2000 feet from the intake. 

Alternative III would require approximatly 300 additional feet of penstock, 

but would not require the extensive excavation demanded by Alternative II. 

Using the range of heads for the four alternatives, and using the maximum 

historic diversion discharge of 60 cfs, a steel penstock size of 36 inches 

was selected as reasonably cost-effective for the four. This size would 

produce velocities of 8.5 ft/sec for a discharge of 60 cfs, and 14 ft/sec 

for 100 cfs. 

A unit cost for the 36 inch penstock was developed and included the cost of 

the pipe, coating and wrapping, welding and fitting, and an average 12 ft. 

deep excavation. The estimated cost for these elements is $240 per lineal 

foot. 

As a way of deciding between Alternatives II and III, the high-cost 

excavation for II was compared with the additional length of III. The 

additional deep excavation volume required for Alternative II was estimated 

to be 69,000 cu yds. Unit cost estimates for this type of earthwork varied 

from $5 to $10 per yard, producing additional costs from $345,000 to 

$695,000 if everything else was the same. The additional 300 feet of 
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penstock for Alternative III would cost $72,000, which is far less than the 

additional excavation cost for Alternative II. Alternative II was dropped 

for this reason. 

In order to estimate the hydropower potential of each of the remaining three 

alternatives, it was necessary to estimate the hydraulic losses for each to 

obtain the net head available for power production. Hydraulic losses 

include the friction losses and the minor losses from bends, valves, etc. 

Friction losses were computed for a 60 cfs discharge and a 36 inch penstock. 

Bend losses were estimated from the horizontal and vertical alignments 

(Figures 4-8). Other minor losses included entrance, butterfly, and exit 

losses. The net head computed for each alternative is summarized in Table 

3. 

Table 3. Computed Gross and Net Available Head 

Alternative Gross Hxdraulic Losses {ft~ Net Penstock 
Head {ft) Friction Minor Head {ft) LengtUft) 

I 200 7.2 3.8 189.0 1200 
III 300 21.3 3.8 274.9 3850 
IV 420 32.4 6.4 381.2 5400 

Based on the penstock length and net heads in Table 3, the incremental net 

head per foot of penstock was computed for each alternative, and are 

presented in Table 4. The net head available per foot of pipe within the 

segment of penstock between the powerhouse locations of I and III is shown. 

The same was done for the additional length of pipe required between 

powerhouse locations for Alternatives III and IV. 
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Table 4. Net Head Per Incremental Foot of Penstock Between Powerhouses. 

Alternatives Incremental Additional Additional 
Compared Penstock Length(ft) Net Head (ft) Net Head per 

Incremental Length 

I,III,IV First 1200' 189' 0.158 
I-III 2650' 86 1 0.032 
III-IV 1550' 106' 0.068 
I-IV 4200' 192' 0.046 

Table 4 demonstrates that the first 1200 feet of penstock for all options is 

most effective (greatest head available per foot of penstock). The next 

most effective penstock segment is the last 1550 feet having 0.068 net head 

per foot of penstock. The effort required to extend the penstock 2650 feet 

from the Alternative I approach to that of Alternative III has the lowest 

resulting net head per additional foot of penstock (0.032 ft. head per ft. 

of penstock). 

For the same flow conditions, this analysjs suggests that Alternative I is 

most cost effective of all three if only penstock cost is important to final 

selection. In addition to penstock cost, there are other civil, structural, 

and electrical costs which affect the overall cost of power generation and 

should be incorporated for final selection. Also, Alternative IV is the 

only approach which would provide a remedy for the entire erosion affected 

area of Prairie Dog Ditch. For these reasons, Alternatives I and IV were 

maintained for more detailed economic evaluation, and Alternatives II and 

III were dropped from further consideration. 

Cost of Energy and Alternative Selection 

The preliminary cost estimates for Alternatives I and IV are $1,680,000 and 
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$3,280,000, respectively. Both estimates are based on an installed 

turbine/generator capacity of 1600 KW. This size was selected for net heads 

at Alternative IV for a discharge of 60 cfs. A proportionately smaller 

capacity would be more appropriate for Alternative I. The costs were 

estimated using typical unit and equipment costs, which are tabulated later 

for the selected option. Both were also in close agreement with the values 

obtained from empirical cost equations commonly used in national 

reconnaissance surveys. It is important to note that the greatest cause of 

the differences between costs for Alternative I and IV is the additional 

4200 ft of penstock required by IV. 

To conduct an economic evaluation, the present worth break-even technique 

was selected. A 30 year payback period with a 12 percent interest rate was 

used to estimate the energy value present worth. The starting energy unit 

value was also escalated each year, using a declining escaltion. This was 

done by beginning with a 5 percent increase in the first year, followed by 

4.95, 4.90, 4.85, etc. percent increases in successive years. Using this 

approach, the resulting thirtieth year has a 3.60 percent energy value 

increase over the 29th year. After an initial energy price was selected, 

the energy values for each year were computed and discounted to the present 

to determine the present worth. A number of trial computations were 

performed using different initial sale prices until the present worth of the 

energy sales was equal to the estimated project cost. This produced a 

break-even sales price to determine if either project was feasible, and 

which is better. 

The break-even initial energy costs for Alternatives I and IV were obtained 

for two different operating approaches. First, the present worth analysis 
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was performed using a "future" which repeated the historic diversions. 

Second, the energy production, present worth value, and break-even prices 

were estimated based on a modified operations scheme. The modified 

operations used a constant discharge of 60 cfs for an extended diversion 

period of 6 months. The estimated break-even 1984 sales prices are 

summarized in Table 5 for both "operation" approaches. 

Alternative 

I 
IV 
IV *Subsidized 

Table 5. Estimated 1984 Break-Even Prices 

Estimated 1984 
Construction Cost 

$1,680,000 
$3,280,000 
$2,320,000 

Break-Even Cost (¢/KW~) in 1984 
Historic Mo ified 
Operation1 Operation 2 

6.6 
6.4 
4.5 

3.7 
3.6 
2.5 

1Based on fluctuating flows using average monthly historic diversions. 
2Based on a constant 60 cfs for 6 months operation each year. 
*This alternative assumes an Alternate IV construction cost subsidized by a 

$960,000 grant from SCS for erosion protection. 

The above analysis shows that Alternative IV has slightly lower break-even 

energy costs than Alternative I. The values are too close to clearly claim 

one as superior over the other. Neither analysis incorporates operating 

costs. If erosion protection is considered desirable, only IV offers full 

protection. The Soil Conservation Service estimated that the cost of a 

single purpose energy dissipation project to halt the erosion problem would 

cost $960,000. If this cost could be credited to the estimated cost of 

Alternative IV, there is a substantial reduction in break-even energy sales 

prices to make the project feasible. Whether this subsidy is possible or 

not is beyond the scope of this study. It is possible and even likely that 

the actual benefits due to erosion protection and improved water quality 

will exceed the actual erosion protection project cost. For these reasons 
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Alternative IV was selected as the "best" initial plan for continued 

investigation of financial feasibility. 

The final test of feasibility of Alternative IV is controlled by whether a 

market exists for the energy produced. Revenues can be in the form of 

either capacity payments (for having the power available when needed) or 

energy payments for each KWH produced. These payments are possible from 

private or public entities who have a demand for the energy and are willing 

to contract or otherwise agree to purchase the power. Several markets were 

evaluated and results are presented in the subsequent section of this 

report. 
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FINANCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FEASIBILITY 

Selected Project Description - Alternative IV 

The selected conceptual project components for Alternative IV are shown in 

Figure 9. The penstock intake would be located approximately 600 feet below 

the eXisting Prairie Dog Ditch Diversion. Approximately 5400 feet of buried 

36 inch steel penstock would run in a northwesterly direction roughly 

paralleling Prairie Dog Ditch (See also Figure 4). The powerhouse would be 

located at the end of the valley, approximately 1050 feet east of highway 

193, just south of the private access road to the Texaco farm. The 

approximate elevation of the powerhouse is 4580 feet. 

For the preliminary design head and historical discharges involved, a Byron 

Jackson TKW Turbine Generator was selected. This "drop-in" equipment has a 

wide operating range and would minimize the powerhouse civil costs. A 

24-inch cone valve and bypass pipe will be used to divert water around the 

turbine during repairs and maintenance. 

Power from the generator would be transmitted from the unit to an outdoor 

switchgear cubicle. From the switchgear cubicle, the power will be stepped 

up to 12,500 volts and transmitted approximately 0.4 miles west to an 

interconnection with the existing Montana-Dakota Utilities (MDU) 12.5 kV 

electrical transmission line. The plant interconnection would be made 

according to MDU specifications. In addition to the turbine and generator, 

the powerhouse will contain control panels, hydraulic systems and operators, 

a butterfly valve, and a small equipment storage area. Estimated final 

turbine size and costs depend on the operation approach selected, which in 

turn is dependent on the energy market. 
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Energy Markets 

The Public Service Commission of Wyoming was asked to identify the electric 

utilities within the project area. These included Pacific Power and Light 

Company (PPL), Sheridan-Johnson Rural Electrification Association and 

Montana Oakota Utilities (MOU). 

Pacific Power and Light Company indicated they had no transmission lines in 

the immediate area. Wheeling the power to a possible interconnection with 

their system at Sheridan via MOU's line was judged impractical due to the 

likely high metering and wheeling costs. This is particularly true since 

PPL would then sell the power back to MOU. They actually recommended that 

MOU and Sheridan Johnson REA be contacted. The 1984 PPL nonfirm-energy 

avoided cost quote received from the Public Service Commission was 1.35¢ per 

KWH. 

Sheridan-Johnson REA is strictly a power distribution company. They are 

currently purchasing power from Tri-State Generation and Transmission 

Association for just under 4 mills (0.4 cents) per KWH. Sheridan-Johnson 

representatives anticipate their purchase rate in 1985 to be" about 4.5 mills 

per KWH. In addition to their access to this inexpensive alternate source, 

they have no transmission lines in the area and for these reasons did not 

foresee much prospect for power purchase agreements with the developers of 

the proposed project. The current Sheridan-Johnson avoided cost received 

from the Public Service Commission is 1.075¢ per KWH. 

Montana Oakota Utilities currently supplies power to Story, Wyoming. A 12.5 

KV feeder line (Figure 9) owned by MOU runs between Banner and Story roughly 

paralleling Highway 193. MOU generates its own power and also purchases 
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from other utilities. MDU is currently purchasing power from PPL for 1.73¢ 

per KWH. MDU's current avoided rate on file with PSC is 1.4705¢ per KWH. 

MDU expressed interest in purchasing power from the proposed project. This 

interest was qualified, however, in that further study is needed of the 

integration of the proposed project into their system. MDU's preliminary 

response to a request for information on long term power purchase agreements 

for the Prairie Dog project energy was to indicate that the project would 

receive no more than the current avoided rate (1.47¢ per KWH). This rate 

would be escalated based on the projected price of power purchased from PPL. 

The projected rate of increase was estimated by MDU officials at 12 percent 

for 1985 followed by 6 percent per year thereafter through 1991. 

Revenue Potential and Additional Water Requirements and Sources 

The search for potential markets for the proposed energy resulted in the 

identification of a single purchaser; Montana Dakota Utilities. Special 

purchase agreements such as selling to the town of Story or a large private 

user such as the proposed Kiewit mining operation near Sheridan are possible 

but beyond the scope of the present study. The appropriate energy value is 

the current MDU avoided cost escalated at 12 percent for one year and 6 

percent per year thereafter. 

In the previous section the break-even energy cost was determined for 

Alternative IV using two operation approaches. Table 5 shows that the best 

break-even price for Alternative IV is 3.6¢ per KWH even with prolonged 

annual operations. Either flows in excess of 60 cfs or durations greater 

than 6 months, or both, must be assumed to reduce the break-even energy 

production cost toward the current MDU avoided cost. Both the amount of 
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water physically available and legally divertible were examined next to 

determine if any combination would make the project feasible. 

Copies of the applicable Adjudicated Water Rights, Water Division No.2 were 

obtained from the State Engineer's Office, Cheyenne, Wyoming for the 

immediate area. These were reviewed and partially tabulated through the 

1894 priority date for the Meade-Coffeen, Piney-Cruse, and Prairie Dog 

Ditches as shown in Table 6. The 15 year table suggests that as much as 120 

cfs could be diverted to Prairie Dog before any other appropriators begin to 

accumulate significant senior rights. 

Table 6. Summary of Adjudicated Water Rights Through 1894* 

Priority Date Direct Flow Appropriation (cfs) 
(1800's) ,,4 

Prairie Dog Meade-Coffeen Piney -Cru se Cumulative 
Ditch Ditch Ditch Total 

10-1-80 1.18 0.0 1.14 2.32 
5-1-84 45.02 (46.20) 0.0 (0) 0.29 (1.43) 47.63 
5-7-84 0.0 (46.20) 18.4 (18.48) 4.30 (5.73) 70.41 
7-20-85 0.0 (46.20) 0.0 (18.48) 12.00 (17.73) 82.41 
8-3-85 71.76 (117.96) 0.0 (18.48) 1.20 (18.93) 155.37 
1891 0.0 (117.96) 2.37 (20.85) 42.01 (60.94) 199.75 
1894 2.14 (120.10) 0.0 (20.85) 0.0 (60.94) 201.89 

*Numbers in parenthesis represent cumulative totals. 

The State Engineer noted that possible interference of the proposed project 

with diversion of water to the Massacre Hil.l Ditch would need to be 

addressed in the Level II study. 

Assuming that the Prairie Dog Ditch could legally divert more flow for 

longer periods than it has in the past, it was then important to determine 

whether sufficient energy could be produced to render the project feasible. 

Extending the period of operation from six to seven months was tested. 

Also, the total volum~ of water physically available for power generation 
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was investigated. The average monthly flows for North and South Piney 

Creeks (Table 1) were combined with the average historical monthly 

diversions to the Meade-Coffeen and Piney-Kruse ditches (Table 2) to obtain 

a reasonable estimate of the water passing to the diversion to Prairie Dog 

Ditch. These are shown in Table 7. Note that in some months the water 

remaining in North Piney Creek is negative. This is because the gaging 

station does not account for the additional inflow to N. Piney from Spring 

Creek above the diversions. The Spring Creek flows are gaged at the South 

Piney Creek gage, thus the algebraic sum of the remaining North Piney Creek 

discharge and the South Piney Creek discharge represent a realistic estimate 

of total discharge available to the project. It is noted that Table 7 is 

based on historic diversions to the Meade-Coffeen and Piney-Kruse Ditches. 

Increased diversions to either could affect flows available to' the Prairie 

Dog Ditch. Senior rights downstream on N. Piney Creek, if any, could also 

impact this table. 

Table 7. Mean Annual Water Available for Diversion 

Based on Historical Diversions 

Month N.Piney Meade- Piney- N.Piney S.Piney Total t.J 
Cr.Aveot.J Coffeen Kruse Crot.J Cr.Ave.t.J Ava i 1 ab 1 e 

(cfs) Ditch Div. Ditch Div. Remaining (cfs) Prairie Dog 
(cfs) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) 

Apr 27.5 0 0 27.5 25.0 52.5 
May 165.2 309 2.5 158.8 98.2 257.0 
Jun 183.3 17.9 13.0 152.4 333.2 485.6 
Ju 1 39.5 21.1 20.1 -1.7 202.8 201.1 
Aug 16.0 22.8 17.7 -24.5 142.2 117.7 
Sep 14.0 14.6 9.0 -9.6 92.8 83.2 
Oct 11.3 0 0 11.3 32.7 44.0 

The last column of Table 7 represents a crude "maximum u energy model if all 

available flows were diverted at Prairie Dog. Based on average monthly 
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values, the analysis shows that a value higher than the 60 cfs assumed 

earlier for the modified operation may be available. If, for example, 

sufficient winter flows into Kearney Lake can be stored, a discharge above 

the historical rate for April of 52.5 cfs may be available. Similarly, if a 

portion of the high summer runoff volume can be stored for release in 

September and October, discharges above the 83.2 cfs and 44.0 cfs values 

respectively, may be possible. This type of investigation requires a 

reservoir operations study and is beyond the scope of the Level I study. 

Such an analysis would require further consideration of the possibility that 

Kearney Lake could go beyond meeting the current irrigation requirements 

during the summer months. The impact of high flows on the lower Prairie Dog 

Ditch would also require analysis. Finally, an extended operation season 

would require further water rights review. The preliminary water rights 

review of Table 6 indicates that the Prairie Dog Ditch could divert up to 

118 cfs (8-3-1885 priority date) before the Meade-Coffeen and Piney-Kruse 

Ditches would accumulate very much seniority. Thus if a greater volume of 

water was somehow made available during the drier periods by modified 

operations of Kearney Lake, it might be possible to operate continuously at 

about 120 cfs if storage would allow and if it could be demonstrated that 

the water rights holders of the Kearney Lake storage appropriation are 

entitled to use of the released water. Many of the irrigators along the 

Prairie Dog Ditch are shareholders in the Kearney Lake Land and Reservoir 

Company and might support modified operations of the reservoir if it could 

be shown that adequate water was available for both irrigation needs and 

hydropower generation. 

The 6000 acre-ft capacity of Kearney Lake represents approximately a 50 cfs 
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continuous discharge over a two month period. If the entire storage was 

used to supplement the low flows of April and October, perhaps as much as 

100 cfs over a 7 month period could be available for diversion and 

hydropower generation (assuming the channel could safely carry this amount). 

Using an equipment efficiency of 85 percent and a net head of 381 feet, a 

discharge of 100 cfs will generate 2741 KW of power. For the 7 month 

period, a total of 13,373,750 KWH would be generated assuming a 5 percent 

outage time. The 13,373,750 KWH of energy likely represents the upper limit 

of energy available from the site with the modifications described. By 

comparison, the earlier assumed modified operations scheme, 60 cfs for a 

period of 6 months, would produce 1644 KW of power and 6,899,356 KWH. 

An additional reason to question a higher diversion rate is that the 14 

years of diversion records available for Prairie Dog Ditch show only two 

instances in which the monthly average diversion exceeded 60 cfs (June, 1983 

and July, 1971, 62.7 cfs and 64.7 cfs respectively). This is despite the 

fact that the average water available for diversion normally exceeds 200 cfs 

for May, June and July (Table 7). It may be possible that the water is not 

needed by the irrigators and simply not taken. It also may be possible that 

the hydraulic capacity of the diversion or channel restricts flows much in 

excess of 60 cfs. There may also have occurred downstream calls on North 

Piney Creek water which limited the water available. Based on available 

data, a substantial upgrade of the irrigation system is not deemed likely. 

To test the economic impact of the "maximum" energy scheme, the energy value 

present worth was computed for the two modified operations approaches 

described above (60 cfs for 6-months, 100 cfs for 7 months). The initial 

energy value used was the current MDU avoided rate of 1.47¢/KWH. MDU has a 
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power purchase arrangement running through 1991 with PPL, the sole supplier 

of power to MDU's Sheridan, Wyoming system. Based on PPL estimates, MDU's 

existing avoided costs should experience a 12 percent increase in 1985 and a 

6 percent increase thereafter through 1991. For the energy value estimates, 

the current avoided cost was increased 12 percent during the second year and 

at an initial rate of 6 percent thereafter. The rate of escalation was 

decreased by 0.05 percent per year after the third year. The energy value 

present worth using a 12 percent interest rate and a 30 year payback period 

is given in Table 8 for two installation and operation combinations. 

Table 8 shows that a 1644 KW plant operated at 60 cfs for 6 months will 

generate energy over 30 years at 12 percent interest with a present worth of 

$1,558,000. A 12 percent interest rate is considered to be a reasonable 

value for a private development project. The second installation and 

operation considered, a 2741 KW capacity plant operated at 100 cfs for 7 

months, will generate 30 years of energy with a present worth of $3,020,000. 

Both energy values are below the earlier estimated project cost ($3,280,000) 

for Alternative IV. 

The energy value present worth was recomputed to investigate the sensitivity 

of the analysis to the interest rate. The Wyoming Farm Loan Board makes 

funds available for revenue generating projects at a current rate of 8.5 

percent. Using this rate, the present worth of energy for the 1644 KW plant 

increase from $1,558,000 to $2,230,000, but still falls short of the 

$3,280,000 construction cost. The 2741 KW capacity plant will generate 

energy with a present worth of $4,322,000, compared to $3,020,000 at 12 

percent. The cost of the 2741 KW plant was not estimated at this point, but 

its energy value exceeded the estimated project cost for the 1644 KW 
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Tab le 8. Energy Value Present Worth Computations for Two 

Modified Operations (12 percent interest) 

Year Energy Energy 6 Months @ 60 cfs 7 Months @ 100 cfs 
Unit Value Unit Value Energy Energy Value Energy Energy Value 
Increase (¢/KWH) Value Present Worth Value Present Worth 

(%) ($ ) ($) ($) ( $) 

1 1.4705 101,455 101,455 196,661 196.661 
2 12.00 1.6470 113,632 101,462 220,266 196,676 
3 6.00 1.7458 120,449 96,022 233,479 186,129 
4 5.95 1.8497 127,617 90,761 247,374 175,932 
5 5.90 1.9588 135,146 85,885 261,965 166,479 
6 5.85 2.0734 143,051 81,167 277,291 157,335 
7 5.80 2.1936 151,344 76,671 293,367 148,620 
8 5.75 2.3198 160,051 72,391 310,244 140,323 
9 5.70 2.4520 169,172 68,329 327,924 132,449 

10 5.65 2.5905 178,728 64,449 346,447 124,929 
11 5.60 2.7356 188,739 60,774 365,852 117,804 
12 5.55 2.8874 199,212 57,273 386,154 111,019 
13 5.50 3.0462 210,168 53,950 407,391 104,577 
14 5.45 3.2122 221,621 50,796 429,592 98,462 
15 5.40 3.3857 233,591 47,793 452,795 92,642 
16 5.35 3.5668 246,086 44,960 477,015 87,151 
17 5.30 3.7559 259,133 42,265 502,305 81,926 
18 5.25 3.9531 272,738 39,711 528,678 76,976 
19 5.20 4.1586 286,917 37,299 556,161 72,301 
20 5.15 4.3728 301,695 35,027 584,807 67,896 
21 5.10 4.5958 317,081 32,881 614,631 63,737 
22 5.05 4.8279 333,094 30,845 645,671 59,789 
23 5.00 5.0693 349,749 28,889 677,956 55,999 
24 4.95 5.3202 367,060 27,089 711,510 52,509 
25 4.90 5.5809 385,046 25,375 746,376 49,186 
26 4.85 5.8516 403,723 23,739 782,578 46,016 
27 4.80 6.1325 423,103 22,213 820,145 43,058 
28 4.75 6.4238 443,201 20,786 859,103 40,292 
29 4.70 6.7257 464,030 19,443 899,478 37,688 
30 4.65 7.0384 485,604 18,162 941,298 35,205 

Total Present Worth $1,557,862 $3,019,766 

installation, and suggested that the cost estimate was needed. Because of 

the importance to a feasible vs infeasible ruling, ° & M costs and more 

accurate construction cost estimates were prepared for the two 

installations. 

The more detailed estimated project construction cost for the 1.6 MW plant 
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Table 9. Estimated Project Construction Cost for Alternative IV (1.6 MW) 

Item Description 

I. Civil Works: 
Powerhouse 

Concrete 
Roof 

Excavation 
Channel Stabilization 
Civil Works contingency, 30% 

sub-total, civil 

II. Mechanical Works 
Turbine, generator 
Control system 
HVAC system 
Bypass pipe, 24 inch 
Cone valve on bypass pipe 
Butterfly valve 
Penstock, 36 inch 
Fire Protection system 
Mechanical contingency, 30% 

sub-total, mechanical 

III. Electrical Works: 
Switchgear cubicles 
Transformer 
Substation 
SCADA 
Transmission Line 
Electrical Contingency, 30% 

sub-total, electrical 

sub-total 

IV. Engineering, 10% 
V. Administration, 3% 

SUb-total 

VI. Interest during construction, 10% 
VII. Financing, 3% 

TOTAL 

Estimated 1984 Cost, $ 

52,500 
14,600 
6,000 

44,000 
35,13Q 

152,230 

296,000 
30,000 
10,000 
5,000 

80,000 
30,000 

1,296,000 
5,000 

525,600 
2,277,600 

15,000 
50,000 
50,000 
40,000 
10,000 
49,500 

214,500 

$2,644,330 

264,430 
79,330 

$2,988,090 

298,810 
89,640 

$3,376,540 

is $376,540. A breakdown of items included in the cost is given in Table 9. 

A separate estimated construction cost was prepared for the 2.7 MW plant, 

and produced a cost of $4,609,700. 0 & M costs were also estimated and 

escalated for the next 30 years. 
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The estimated construction costs, operation and maintenance, and energy 

present worth values for the two plants are summarized in Table 10. The 1.6 

MW plant final cost estimate of approximately $3,377,000, exclusive of 

o & M, exceeds the energy present values for both interest rates, and is 

nowhere near feasible. The 2.7 MW plant estimated cost of $4,609,700 also 

exceeds the energy present values for both interest rates, although the gap 

between revenues and costs is much less, especially for an 8.5 percent rate. 

The above cost comparisons do not include operation and maintenance costs, 

and when added to construction costs, the 2.7 MW plant also becomes clearly 

infeasible. 

Table 10. Estimated Project Construction Costs, Operation and 

Maintenance Costs, and Energy Present Value 

Plant Size Estimated o and M Present Value Ener~~ Present Value 
(MW) Construction 8.5% 12% 8. 12% 

Cost Interest Interes t Interest Interest 

1.6 $3,377,000 $743,700 $500,200 $2,230,000 $1,558,000 
2.7 $4,609,700 $1,047,500 $733,600 $4,322,000 $3,020,000 

The above analysis shows that for the current avoided costs with even the 

most optimistic estimates of water availability, the project would not 

return the invested capital much less produce a profit, and is infeasible. 

If the cost of the erosion protection project ($960,000) were credited 

against the estimated project cost for any of the options, Table 10 shows 

that combined construction cost, less the $960,000, plus 0 & M costs, still 

exceed energy values regardless of plant size or interest rate used. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The conclusion of this study is that hydropower development at the Prairie 

Dog Ditch site in Story, Wyoming is infeasible for both the current 

irrigation diversion pattern and for any "improved" operation considered. 

Two principal factors contributed to the unfavorable economic assessment of 

the project. The primary flaw is that only very low power purchase rates 

could be identified within the project area. Second, very large revisions 

in stored and diverted flows would be required to increase the project 

energy revenues. Even the most optimistic estimate of the actual water that 

might be available for hydropower generation with "ideal" modified 

operations of Kearney Lake (and significant increase in flow to Prairie Dog 

Ditch irrigators) was not promising with current economic constraints. 

The 100 cfs diversion discharge for a 7 month period is generally judged to 

be an upper limit for the water available for hydropower production. The 

economic analysis showed that for this operations approach the estimated 

construction cost would still exceed the energy present value based on 

available market prices (Table 10). The short annual operating period (6 to 

7 months) results in a sUbstantial capital investment generating no revenues 

for much of the year. Increasing the discharge through the turbine will 

produce more energy but will also result in higher initial project costs, 

which manage to always stay ahead of the present worth of energy produced. 

It is recommended that the Wyoming Water Development Commission drop the 

site from further consideration for hydropower development until such time 

that energy purchase prices rise above production costs. It is further 

recommended that the state, SCS and owners pursue possible cooperatives or 

cost-sharing approaches for alleviating the severe erosion and water quality 
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problems still remaining at the site at the time of this writing. 
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